
Brewer Forestry 
Summer of 2023



Instructors
● Mark Savage
● Glendon Rand
● Kim Thornton
● Michele Maybury
● Kiera Harper



The Dream:
● Integrated hands on education
● Using the outdoors to our advantage
● Giving kids/young adults a learning 

experience that will stick
● Problem solving skills
● Being able to learn without tight 

standards/expectations
● Learning through experience rather 

than technology



Summer of 23’
● 6 weeks Sunday-Thursday
● 9 students
● 6 A.M.-9 A.M.
● K.I.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This summer was non-stop. We worked everyday, we had visitors come in such as main tree, huber, versant power, chadwick bayross, and more. The students learned how to identify maine’s most famous hardwoods and softwoods. Some of them learned how to safely operate machinery such as a processor, a forwarder, and a grapple skidder. We of course left time for fun, we shared stories, hiked mountains, went swimming in the river and high bridge, made smores, and much more. These kids had time to learn, and most of the learning came from experience/ trial and error.



Why this style of education: Why it’s important?

● Hands on learning-leaves more of a mark
● Everyone finds their own place

-cooking, equipment, career, etc.

● Leadership
● Team bonding
● Problem solving-logically and creatively
● More freedom to learn-less limitations 
● Less “lectures”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All of it is hands on. Even if we incorporate your traditional learning techniques, there’s more involvement. For example, we held science classes where we had the students go outside and find different tree leaves and pines, and then they were asked to identify them. 



What’s next?
● Upcoming summer of 24’

-2-5 week sessions

-bigger draws across the country (hopefully even beyond that)

● Find a permanent site: Build off campus structure

- Dining hall

-Bunk house

-Classrooms

-Garage

-Storage space

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The plan is to create an entire forestry foundation. I want this style of education to be permanent and forever.



Curriculum 

● What is the best model?
- Indoor classroom v.s. Hands on learning
- Integrated
- Internships

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There’s nothing wrong with an indoor classroom. The issue i’ve seen is an indoor classroom where students are expected to stay quiet, sit at a desk, and work on a screen for almost 2 hours straight. That isn’t an education. Now, there are many things students could do in a classroom that’s efficient, we just never see that these days, and THAT is what i’m trying to bring to life. 



Schedule 

● What will it look like?
- Year long
- Semester classes
- Week/day/hours
- Ages 9-12, 11-12
- Staffing 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We want an efficient schedule. As much as we want our student sto have freedom, it’s important they do it in a timely manner. 



Funding 

● How do we bring it all together?
- Federal- grants
- State 
- General grants
- Tuition
- Donations/ sponsorships
- Self funding/working school
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